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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 44/1991

Arbeitsgemeinschaft zu einem
aktuellen Thema:

Elliptic genera

6.10. bis 12.10.1991

.The Arbeitsgemeinschaft was organized by M. Kreck (Bonn/Mainz), W. Nahm (Bonn),
and S. Ochanine (Bonn). It gave a comprehensive introduction to the theory of elliptic
genera and discussed some of its most important results with connections to bordism

theory, generalized homology theories, differential geometry and string theory.

Elliptic genera were introduced to algebraic topology by S.. Ochanine as a tool of deter

mining certain bordism ideals studied before by P.S. Landweber and R. Stong. They are
a generalization of the L-genus (signature) and .Ä.-genus (index of the Dirac oper~tor on

a spin manifold) of Hirzebruch. Their relation to elliptic functions and modular forms

was 5000 discovered by D. and G. Chudnovsky and Don Zagier. This gave an explicit

construction of a universal elliptic genus, giving modular forms as values of the genus.

Then Witten explained the formulas for the Fourier expansion of the genus by means

of indices of twisted Dirac and signature operators and interpreted the expression as an

Sl-equivariant index of the loop space of the manifold. This physically motivated inter

pretation led him to a conjecture about the rigidity of the universal elliptic genus under

Sl-actions on spin manifolds that generalized known results for the L- and Ä.-gene~a. His

conjecture was proved by Taubes, who made Witten's program rigorous and then also by

Bott and Taubes using the equivariant version of tbe Atiyah-Singer index theorem and the

construction of elliptic genera by elliptic functions.

Landweber constructed a generalized homology theory, 50-called elliptic homology. To
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apply bis exact functor theorem he had to do explicit calculations reducing the problem to

proofing congruences for Legendre polynomials. As the genus is only defined for 2 inverted,

he could only define elliptic homology theory away from 2. Ouring the preparation of

his talk for the Arbeitsgemeinschaft J. Franke simplified Landweber's verification of the

conditions of the exact functor theorem usin"g more general information about formal group

laws on elliptic curves. Ochanine discovered how to generalize the universal genus for spin'
manifolds to an integral version, having values in modular forms with coefficients in KO

theory. This generalization and a result of 5t. Stolz motivated the definition of integral

elliptic homology by M. Kreck and 5t. Stolz using bordism and stable homotopy methods.

Their theory is defined over the integers, hut coincides with Landweber's theory away from

2. There-are similar theories that seem to be related to questions conceming the e~istence •

of positive scalar curvature metrics on manifolds.

All of these results were presented in the talks, as well as the necessary background material

from the theory of modular forms, index theory, K-theory, bordism t~eory, formal group
laws, generalized homology theories and stable homotopy theory and additional results

concerning rigidity theorems for involutions, Quillen's determinant hundle and connections

to string theory.

Abstracts of the talks

K.H. Mayer

Rational elliptic genera

Tbe oriented bordism ring n~o was introduced and the structure of n~o® Q was discussed.

A A-genus was defined as a ring homomorphism <p : n~o ® Q -+ A with <p(1) = 1, where •
Adenotes a commutative Q-algebra with 1. The logarithm g(u) = E~=o lf~C;:21n) U 2n+1

and the formal group law associated to Cf' and the construction of genera by multiplicative

sequences were discussed. A A-genus Cf' is called elliptic, when its logarithm g(u) has tbe

property g'(u) = (1- 2ou2 + EU4)-1/2 with 6, E E A. The following theorem of 5. Ochanine

on the characterization of elliptic genera was stated and a proo! was sketched.

Theorem (S. Ochanine): ~ A-genus cp is elliptic if and only if cp(Cp(e» == 0 for al1

manifolds CP(e) where e is an even-dimensional complex vector bundle over a closed

oriented manifold and CP(e) is tbe projectivization oE e.
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G. Höhn
The universal elliptic genus
Part I: the modularity

H we take A = Q[6, E), the elliptic A-genus as defined in the first talk is a Q-algebra
homomorphism ep : Q~o ® Q -+ Q[6, E], which is called the universal elliptic genus, because

every elliptic genus factorizes over it. Using elliptic functions 'we get explicit solutions of the
differential equation /'2 = 1- 26/2+ Ef4 for /(x) = qf;y, where Q(x) is the characteristic

power senes of <p: /(x) = (p(x) - el)-1/2, with eS = -~e}, E= (eI - e2)(ei - ea) and p(x)
.s the Weierstraß p-function for the lattice L c C, ej the values on non-zero 2-divlsion

points. If we take L = 21ri(ZT + Z) and el = p(1ri) then eS(r) and E(r) are modular forms

for the subgroup r o(2) of weight 2 and 4. They generate the ring M.(ro(2» of all modular
forms and we can consider ep as a modular forms valued genus. The group r 0(2) has two

cusps 0 and 00 where the Fourier expansion of 6(T) and E(r) were given. The characteristic

power series f~r tbe q-expansion in the two cusps bave tbe following product expansions:

and

•
N. N etsvetaev
The universal elliptic genus
Part 11: the integrality

Integrality Theorem: lf M4n is a spin manifold then ep(M) E Z[166, (86)2, E).
Specializing to 6 = E = 1 we bave 'P = sign(M) and obtain tbe following

Corollary 1 (S. Ochanine): The signature of an Bk + 4-dimensional spin manifold is
divisible by 16.
(It is divisible by 8 for some purely algebraic reasons.)

For A = M.(ro(2» and tbe modular genus <p we use the q-expansion at the cusp 0,
6(q) == -1- 3q and E(q) == q mod q2Z[[q]) a.nd get

3
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Corollary 2: Tbe q-expansion of t.p(M) E M.(ro(2») nas integer coefticients for any spin

manifold M.
To prove the theorem we use a sequence of KO-characteristic classes {Pk l~o defining a
(universal) elliptic genus

(X)

pt(M) = L(Ä(TM)ch(pk(TM) ® C»[M]tk E Q[[t)),
10=0

with 6(t) =-l + 3t and E(t) = -t mod t2 Z[[t]]. For M a spin manifold, pt(M) E Z[[t]]
because ofthe topological Riemann-Roch theorem. Ristriet to the case dimM = Bk. Then
it remains to observe that if R(8c5,E) is a homogeneous polynomiai (degc5 = 2,degE = 4), •

then R E Z[86, E] iff R(86(t), e(t)) E Z[[t]).
(The simplest way to define the classes PI. is to use the explicit Witten formula

(X)

LPktk = et(TM)/Elt(l)dimM,
10=0

where 1 is the trivialline bWldle and

00

8 t (E) = <g)(At 2n-t(E) ® St2n (E»
n=l

with At(E) = Lk>O Ak(E)tk
, St(E) = Ek>O Sk(E)tk. One can show then that Pt is the

t-expansion of the ~odular genus for t = -q.)

G. Masbaum
Rigidity and strict multiplicativity

Let '{J : n~o --+ C be a (multiplicative) genus. H a group G acts on a dosed oriented •

manifold M, then there is an equivariant extension

t.pG(M) = <p(M) + ... E Ha(pt) = Ü·(BG).

For instance, if q = SI, then <pst(M) EHS1 (pt) = C[[u]] is a formal power senes in one

variable.
Definition: A genus is called rigid if <pa(M) is constant (= <p(M») whenever G is a

compact connected Lie group and M is a spin manifold.
Rigidity Theorem: A genus is rigid iE and only if it is elliptic.
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(This was conjectured by Ochanine. The first. complete proof is due to Taubes.)

Following a paper of Ochanine, the talk presented a proof of the 'only if' part, and also of

the 'if' part in the case of a semi-free circle action.

0000

St. Bechtluft-Sachs

Rigidity of the elliptic genus, Part I

(after Bott and Taubes) .

• 1) Defin~

Rq(E) := (8) Agn (E ® C) ® (8) Sqn (E ® C) E K(M)[[q))
n=1 n=1

for E E KO(M), and a genus

<p'(M) := (L(TM)ch(Rq(TM», [M])e C[[q]].

By the Atiyah-Singer index theorem <p' = index(ds ® Rq ), ds = signature operator of a
.Riemannian metnc on M. The explicit fOrnlulae for the q-expansion of the characteristic

power senes of the universal elliptic genus <p given in the second talk (by G. Höhn) then

show thai <p' = ep up to a'constant factor in C([q)).

2) Rigidity Theorem (Bott and Taubes): Let M be a 21-dimensional spin manifold

witb 5 1-action. Then the SI-equivariant genus <psl(M) E RS l [[q]] oE M is constant (as a

function 51 --+ C[[q)]).
Proof (isolated fixed points case): Apply the Atiyah-Segal fixed point formula:

• (Notation: c™ : TM -+ pt, i : TMg '-+ TM, Mg fixed point set of SI, g a topological
generator of 51, 0'(ds ® R q ) the symbol of the twiste~ signature operator on M, RS~ the

character ring of 51 localised at g.)
To get the expansion of <p51 (M) in A, compute cp SI (M)(g) in terms of the rotation numbers

of 9 in the fixed points Pt, ... , Pm e Mg: let TMp, = Ei,l EB ... EB Ei,' with Ei,k = Am".
as irreducible SI-modules. The formula is

5
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Th. Berger
Rigidity of the elliptic genus, Part 11
(after Bott and Taubes)

Starting from the fonnula for the 5 1-equivariant genus ep 51 (M) of the preeeeding talk,
eonsidered as apower senes in funetions on 51 C C (even rational funetions) we establish

this index a.s an elliptie function to the lattice L = 21ri(Z2T + Z) or - explieitely taking

into aceount the holomorphic dependeney on q = e2wir - a.s a meromorphic Jacobi form.

The goal is now to show that this funetion has no poles at all since it t.han is constant as a
eonsequence of its elliptieity. Observation yields at onee that possible poles are·of the form

Ao = e~qlJl-! with k = 0, ... , N - 1, I = 0, ... , 2N -l·where N is the smallest oommon

multiple of the oecuring rotation numbers at the fixed points of the 5 1-action on M.
The argument is now divided into two parts.

1) There are DO poles on 51 = {A I 1,\1 = I} C C. This is a. consequence of the interpretation

of 'P 51 (M) = L: biqi with each bi the SI-index of a twisted elliptic differential operator on
M and thus cannot have poles on 51 in combination with a lliemann continuation lemma

type argument.

2) For other possible poles the shifted index ep51 (M)( Aq"/·) is seen to be equal to the index

of the signature operator on an auxiliary manifold Ml; twisted with multiplicative classes

of auxiliary bundles. Here Mk is the fixed point set of M under the action of Z/kZ C SI
and the auxiliary bundles are the natural splits of TM when pulled back to Mk. The

argument bases heavily on the spin structure of M: It guarantees the.onentability of M"

for even k (theorem of Edmonds) ·a.nd allows also a consistent choice of orientations for

various bundles involved by a refinement of the well-known fact that the panty of the sum

of the rotation numbers is constant for spin manifolds.
From the above statement for the shifted index we conelude as.before that it has no poles

on SI and - having done this for all k and s - we conclude that cpsl(M) °has no poles

at all.

J. Hilgert
Homogeneous spaces, involutions and elliptic genera
(after Hirzebruch and Slodowy)

If M = G / H is a connected homogeneous space for a compact Lie group G and if in

addition M is spin then the universal elliptic genus of M is, up to the modular form

edim M /2 with e = k n:O=1 ( ~~:: )8 , equal .to the signature ~f M. Moreover it is zero unless
dirn M is divisible by 8.
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Ta prove this claim one uses induct'ion over the dimension of M. More precisely one

constructs an involution T on M and shows that the self-intersection of the fixed point set

MT is again a disjoint union (finite) of homogeneous spaces with the properties mentioned

above. Then, similarly as for the signature, one shows via the G-signature theorem that

the elliptic genus of the self-intersection equals the equivariant elliptic genus evaluated at .
T. Thus an application of Taubes' rigidity theorem makes the induction work.

In order to prove tbe vanishing statement one proceeds similarly. Since, for general reasons

the elliptic genus vanishes if T is part of an odd circle action, it suffices to note that for an

even action the dimensions of M and of the self-intersections agree modulo 8.

H. Kurke

Quillens deter~inant bundle

(after Quillen, Bismut-Freed and Bismut-Gillet-Soule)

On the space of Fredholm operators :F = :F(X, Y) for Hilbert spaces X, Y there exists a

natural holomorphic line bundle DET with fihres A(ker(D»* ® A(coker(D» over D E :F
(where Adenotes the top alternating power).

H Z ~ Y is a submersion, proper, of smooth manifolds and if E, F are vector bundles
over Z and D : CCX>(E) -+ COO(F) a family of differential operators (Le. a COO(Y)-linear
map inducing an elliptic operator on"the fibres, D, :" COO(E (z,) ~ GCX>(F (z,)} one gets a

smooth line bundle DET(D) on Y with fibres A(ker(Dy »* ®A(coker(Dy »; iflndex(D) = 0
one also gets a section det(D) of DET(D)..eH E, F are Hermitian veetor bundles and if there is given a smooth form on Z inducing
a volume form on the fibres ZJI one can consider the L2-metric induced on the fibres
A(ker(Dy )* ® A(coker(Dy )} of DET(D). It does not give a smooth metric on DET(D)
hut if one considers II·II~ = 1I·1I12det'(D;Dy) one gets a metric which is smooth (Quillen
metric). Here det'(D;Dy) is defined by (-funetion regularization exp(-('(0, n;Dy»). H

additional to our data a splitting of the exact sequence 0 ~ T(Z (y) -+ T(Z) -+ 1f*T{Y) -+

ois given and metric connections on E, F, one ean define a metric connection on DET(D).

For the case of twisted Dirac operators a formula for the curvature of this connection in

terms of Ä-genus and ehern forms of the in:itial data is explained.
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"W. Nahm

Physics background

(after Witten)

Natural physical models involving a manifold M: Partiele in M yields map IR -+ M, where

R is the time and aetion=length of image. Quantization yields probability amplitudes

t/J : M --+ C, Schrödinger equation ß1/J = ~.

String in M yields a map IR x 51 --+ M, probability amplitudes should be 1/J : Map(51, M) --+

C. Let I E Map(SI, M) withsmall enough image compared to the eurvature of M,
f = Xo + Ln#oaneincr , a-n = a~, an E TzoM. So Map(Map(SI,M),C) ""J COO(M) ®

(polynomials in an), where COO(M) are the funetions of %0 and an has weightn.e
Supersymmetry: Thickening of either 51 or M. Surprisingly yields isomorphie results.

Use 51. F(O', 8) = f(u) + 8g(0') where g(O') is either p"eriodic or antiperiodie.

Antiperiodie: (polynomials in an) ® A(E:arez++t br )

.Periodie: {gi(O')gj(O")} = 6(0' - O")6ij yields spinor representation of SO(TM) for zero

modes.

Diffconr(R x 51) ""J Diff(SI) X Diff(SI) with generators Ln resp. Ln. Supersymmetry in.

particular'G~ = Lo(periodie ease). Character valued index of Go is tr(:rIq-L'oqLO ) = Z(q)
where n is the parity operator nGo = -GoII.
Z (q) ean berepresented by a functional integral, only depends on embedded torus ==>
modular funetion. Z(q) ""J elliptie genus up to a standard faetor.

u. Jannsen

Formal group laws and Landweber's exact functor theorem

(after Milnor, Quillen, Landweber ...)

1) A (one dimensional)fonnal group law over a ring Ais apower series F(X,Y) E A[[X, Y))

with e
i) F(X,O) = X, F(O, Y) = Y

ii) F(X, F(Y, Z» = F(F(X, Y), Z).

It is eommutative if

iii) F(X,Y) = F(Y, X).

The following topies were reviewed: A formal group law F over a Q-a1ge~ra is eommutative

and in 1-1-eorrespondence with its logarithm I(X) E X +X~A[[X]] , defined by F(X, Y) =
f-l(f(X)+ f(Y». There exists -for general rings A - a universal (eommutative, which

we always asume in the following) group law over L = Z[UI, U2, • .•]. One has L ® Q =

. 8
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Q[b1 , ~, ...] with other generators bi such that the loganthm is /(x) = Ln>o bn X n+1

(bo = 1). The proof of this and the relation between the Uj and bj was shortly discussed.

2) A generalized homology theory is a functor which assigns to each spare X (CW-complex,

say) a graded· abelian group E*(X) satisfying the first six axioms of Eilenberg-Steenrod

- however, the coefficient group E.(pt) = E* can be highly non-trivial. Every spectrum

E (i.e., a collection of spaces E n with maps EEn ~ E n+1) gives rise to such a theory via

En(X) = [5, E A X]R (n-maps of spectra) = limr_oo[sn+r, (E A X)r] = 1rn(E A X), and a

certain inverse holds. Dual statements are true for cohomology, with ER(X) = [X,E]-n'
A theory is ca1led complex oriented if E*(CpOO) = Z[[x]]. Then the classifying map

Am : cpoo x cpoo -+ cpoo = BU(1) for the product el ®e2 of the pull-backs of the canonical
.bundle eon CPOO via the projections induces a map m* : E*(CpOO) ~ E*(CpOO x CpOO) =

E*[[Xl,X2]]' F(Xl,X2) = m*(x) is a formal group law for a ring spectrum E.
Examples: a) usual cohomology H, Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum, F(XI,X2) = XI + X2
b) complex K-theory, BU spectrum, F(Xt, X2) = XI + X2 + XIX2
c) complex cobordism, Thom spectrum MU

Theorem: MU has the universal formal group law. In particular, MU*(pt) = L =
Z[Ul' U2, ...].

3) By exploiting the fact that MU*(X) is not only a MU*-module hut also a MU*(MU)
comodule, Landweber proved the

Exact Functo~ Theorem: Let R be an MU-module; then the functor which assigns

to aspace X the graded abelian group MU.(X) ®MU. R is an exact functor (and bence
a generalized homology theory) if tbe multiplication with p is iIijective on R, and if tbe

multiplication with Upn_1 is injective on R/(p,up-t, ... ,Upn-l_l) (all p and n).
As an application (R = Z, via. Todd genus equipped with an MU*-module structure; note
Up_1 1-+ 1 E Z) one gets the isomorphism of Conner and Floyd:

MU*(X) ®MU· ZTd .:+ K*(X).

A. Durfee
Euler's addition formula

Let R(z) = 1 - 2oz2 + EZ4 for same 6, E E C. Let a(x) = Jo% dz/ JR(z), a multivalued

analytic function of x, and let s(u) = x be its inverse. For example if E = 0 and 6 =
1/2 then s(u) = sin(u). For this function we have the familiar fonnula sin(u + v) =
sin(U ) ros(v) +sin(v ) cos(u). H x = sin(u), y =sin(v) and w = sin(U + v) then this formula
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can be rewritten as w ~ x~'+ yVl - x2 , which exhibits w = F(x, y) a.s an algebraic
function of x and y. Euler by explicit computation found a similar formulafor s(u), namely

If this is written in the form

(J: dz [Y dz fF(zJY) dz

10 vR(z) +10 JR(z) = 10 vR(z)

then one sees immediately that F( x, y) is a formal group law.

J. Franke
Verification of the Landweber conditions

Given auy homogeneous polynomial P(6, f)·of positive degree (with deg6 = 1, dege = 2),.
we verify the Landweber conditions for the graded ring homomorphism MU. -+ R =
Z[6, e, (2P(6, f»-l] induced by the Euler formal group law and Quillen's uniyersal propert~

of MU•. Then Landweber's theorem tells us that MU.(X) ®MU. R is a (2 deg P)-periodic
generalized homology theory.
We verify tbe following sharp form of the Landweber conditions:

(i) p is not a zero divisor in R,
(ii) ul(6, e) is not a zero divisor in R/pR,

(iii) u2(6, f) is invertible in R/(p, Ul),
where p is an odd prime and UI: are the coefficients of X P• for multiplication by p in Euler's
formal group law.

(i) is obvious. For (ii), one only has to verify that tll f/. pR, which follows !rom the fact

that Ul(O, f) i- 0 in the degenerate cases f =Oor f =02 with°i- O. Then (iii) follows {rom .e
the theorem of Eichler and Deuring, according to which the height of the formal group law

of an elliptic curve is never bigger than 2.

Landweber had originally based his construction on the congruences

e=.l ~ i.!.=.! 2 i.!.=.!
U2 == (-1 ) 2 e .. ,f .. == (6 - f) .. mod (p, u1 ).

By the above argument, they are no longer needed. However, since they may be useful for

other purposes, we also gave a proof of these congruences which is somewhat shorter than

Landweber's, hut based on the same idea.

10
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s.s. Roan
String structures

1 report the work of K. Pilch and N.P. Warner on string structures and index of the

Dirac-Ramond operator on orbifolds CMP 115 (1988).

We describe the relationship between 'string structures' and the topological class A:= lPl
on an orbifold and how the index for tbe Dirac-Ramond operator (gives formula for elliptic

genus) detects the iree part of A. Astring structure on a spin manifold is an extension
of the loops of the spin frame bundle to a bundle witb structure. group LSpin (i.e.. tbe

_entral extension of LSpin). A topological obstruction to the existence is given by A =
Auee + Ator E H4 (M, Z). We demonstrate the physical meaning of Ator through a simple
model of an orbifold and also explain how the index of the Dirac-Ramond operator can

give the Afree through the modular property of theta functions of ellipt~c curves in the
heterotic string u-model of a spin manifold.

T. tom Dieck
Cohomology of classifying spaces and generalized characters

Report on work of Hopkins, Kuhn and Ravenel. Let E*(.) be a multiplicative cohomology
theory witb orientations for complex vector bundles. It has a formal group law F over E*.
It gives power series [m](x) E E*Ux)) defined by [I](x) = x and F([m](x), x) = [m + 1](x).
Problem: Compute E*(BG) for finite G.
For cyclic Gone has E*(BZ/m) = E*[[x]]/([m](x». H m = pi and [m](x) = aox + ... +
ad_lxd+... , d = pni, ad-l E E* a unit, then the i-a4ic completion E*(BZ/m) is afree E*-
module with basis 1, x, ... , xd- 1. Here I = (ao, ... , ad-2). H [P](x) = px+ ...+unxP" +...
and Un E E* a unit, then E* -tbeory is called vn-periodic for tbe prime p.

euppose E* is vn-periodic. Then a generalized character for E*(BG) is a function on
n-tuples of commuting elements of G alias on bomomorphisms Q : Z; ~ G (Zp p-adic
integers). Evaluation of characters 8t Q is defined to be 8 homomorphism

where ct factors Z; -+ (Z/pi)n ~ G and 'Pi is a suitable homomorphism into asuitable
ring R (e.g. R = Qp algebraic closure). These homomorphisms combine to a character
map

xa: E*(BG) ®E. R --+ Mapa(Hom(Z;,G),R).

11
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Theorem: XG is an isomorpmsm [ar a11 nnite G.
The prooi relies on axiomatic representation theory (Maekey funetors). It reduees the

problem to abelian groups for whieh an explicit verifieation is required.

St. Klaus
The refined elliptic genus of Ochanine

Report on the work of Ochanine, Zentralblatt Mathematik 1991. e.
Let 8 q{E) := ®n>t{A_q2n-l{E) ® Sq2n{E» E KO[[q]] for areal veetor bundle E ~ X.
Then, for Mn a elosed spin manifold, ß{M) := (8 q{TM - n), [M]KO} defines a genus
n~pin ~ KO.[[q]], which is in the following sense a refinement of the universal elliptic
genus: ph{ß{M» = io{t,Ouniv{M», where t,Ouniv :' n~o ~ Z[l, 6, e] C M;o(2) and io is given

by the q-expansion at the eusp O. 1t follows the integrality theorem t,O(n;pin) = Z[260 , 6~, e]

·with 60 := -86, and the Ochanine theorem for the signature of an Bk +4-dimensional spin

manifold.
The genus ß has image in M r o(2){KO.), the ring of modular forms over KO.: imß =

(TJ, WÖo, IJ8~, I'e), where KO. = Zr'], w, IJ, 1'-1 ]/(2'7, TJ3, w2 = 4Jl) and Mr o(2)(KO.) =

KO.(c5o, e]/(f](h'o - 1». This is shown by using information about two transformations:
T nSpin nSpin rtI/2 dult· l' t' .th 51 nSpin nSpin: .l'8m+2 ~ .l'8m+4 ® ~ an m Ip lca Ion Wl : .l'Sm ~ u Sk+l'

The reduction of ß modulo 2, ß: n~pin ~ KO.[[q]] ®Z/2, when expressed as a polynomial
in e modulo 2, gives the Ochanine-Kervaire homomorphism K, : n~pin ~ KO. a.s the

coefficient of the highest e-power, and the constant Term of ß(Mn) E KOn[[q]] gives the

Atiyah er-invariant.

R. Jung
Integral elliptic homology, Part I •

(after Kreck and Stolz)

Let T.(X) C n~pjn(X) be the submodule of all [E .!.. Xl s.t. E is an Ep2-bundle lHIp2 ~

E l!.. B with strueture group PSP(3) and s.t. there exists a. map 7:B ~ X with f = 70p.

Let T.(X) be the elements in T.(X) with B L X zero-bordant in n~pin(X). Now a functor
Ell.(X) is defined by Ell.(X) := n~pin(X)/T.(X).

Theorem (Kreck and Stolz): Ell.(X)[P-l] is a homol~gy theory for any P E n~pin

with n > 0 and rational universal e1liptic genus 01 P non-vanishing.

-12
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To prove this one has to have same information about the kernel of the Atiyah er-invariant.

Theorem (Stolz): ker(a) = T.(pt).
From this one easily calculates the image of Ochanine's refinement of the universal ellip

tic genus and shows ker(ß) = f.(pt). 1t follows that the eoefficients of the theory are
- --3

Ell.(pt) = Z[SI, K, B, IHlP2]/{2S1 , SI , K 2
- 4(B + 64lHIP2» where K is the Kummer

surface and B is an 8-dimensional spin manifold with sign(B) = 0 and Ä(B) = 1.
The proof that Ell.(X)[P-l] is a homology theory has to be split in two parts:

1) Ell.(X)[P-l] ® Z[t] is isomorphie to odd primary elliptic homology as defined by

Landweber, Ravenal and Stong.

2) Ell.(X) @ Z(2) is a homology theory.
To prove 1), one constructs a natural transformation from odd primary elliptie homology
to Ell.(X)[P-l] @ Z[l] and reduees the problem to showing that f.(X) @ z[!] = f.(pt).
n~pjn(X}®Z[~]. This can be seen by using the bordism transfer and a bordism Künneth

formuls. for n~pin (BG A X+).
The proof of 2) uses more homotopy theory and is given in the next talke

P. Teichner
Integral elliptic homology, prime 2

(after Kreck and Stolz)

It was proved that the functor Ell.(X) ® Z(2) is a homology. theory finishing the proof of
the existence of integral elliptic homology a.s described by Rainer Jung above.

The methods of proof are eertain collapsing theorems of the Adams spectral sequences
involved. These were provided by a paper of Stefan Stolz ('Splitting MSpin-module spec
tra').

One obtains a homotopy equivalenee between the representing spectrum eil for Ell.(X) ®

Z(2) and VE8k ko, but it is proved that this eannot be multiplicative.

M. Schottenloher

The Loop Space proof of the Rigidity Theorem
(after Taubes)

Let M be a compact, ~riented even dimensional spin manifold on which 51 acts smoothly.
Let D be an elliptic SI-operator on bundles over M. The index ind(D) of D bas an

expansion ind(D) = EkEZ cA;(D),\k witb values in t.be representation ring RS I of 51.
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Theorem: cJ;(D) = 0 for k =F 0, if D is one oi the following operators: D = ds ® Rn or

D =iI @ R~ where Rn is the coefficient oi qn in R(q) ®n>O(Aqn(T) ® Sqn(T» and R~ is
the coefficient oE qn in R'(q) = ®n>I(A 2n-l (T) ® Sqn(Tj), T = TM @C.

- q-'--
The starting point of the proof is the cons~ructionof the Dirac-Ramond operator on the

normal bundle Ar of M whe:re M is considered as the submanifoid of constant loops in LM.
The talk eoneentrated on a rather detailed deseription of a special ease where the Dirac

Ramond operator D is defined on a (oo-dimensional) direct sum bundle E = B ® S ~ F
over M. Here S -+ M is the spinor bundle with respect to T· M, 8 = S(E9m~O(T·MC)m)
and :F = A(ffim;i!o(T·MC)m), where (T· MC)m = T· M ® C.
Using the canonical circle action on LM (rotatio~ of loops)one gets a decomposition

E = EBmEZ Em, whereEm is still an infinite dimensional direct sum bundle and a further
decomposition Em = EBnENEmn into finite dimensional vector bundles Emn . Now the
following can be shown (easy!):

1) Emn ~ S®Rm(n) with explieitely known 'finite dimensional bundles Rm(n) and Dmn :=

D lemn is an elliptic operator on M. ,
2) Dm is a Fredholm operator and Dm le: has the same index as Dmn lej;n.
For the proof of the general .case, Taubes proceeds as follows:
1) The operator D has to ,be twisted with other bundles in order to get results for the

above series with Rn, R~.

2) One has to consider components E of the fixed point set of the ge<?metric SI-action on
M. The same construetion on the normal bundle of the eomponent in place of M has to
be studied.

3) The eorresponding restrietions Dm = D lem are again Fredholm and their index on E;!;
is equal to ind(ds @ R~) (or ind(9 ®R~)).
4). A localization proeedure shows the connection between the index of Dm and the index
of Dm on E. Here one uses the Atiyah-Segal-Bott fixed point formula. or better the variant
given by E. Witten. .

5) The geometrie action can moreover be used to show ck(Dm ) = ±ck(Dm,) for al1 m, m'

if k f:. o. Since ck(Dm ) =0 for m < 0 the theorem is proved..

Berichterstatter: R. Jung
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